
How to ensure better future of refugees 

 

Can you imagine that you suddenly lose your home and have to live without 

clean foods and safe places? Now, in this world, there are about 80 million refugees who 

are faced to leave their countries or hometowns because of political and religious reasons. 

It is equivalent to around 80% of Japanese population. As it shows, “refugees” is one of 

the biggest problems in the world. 

This paper focuses on how to ensure better future of refugees from these three aspects; 

language, job, and discrimination. 

 

 First, language. Almost all refugees would face language problems from early 

stage of life as refugees. Language is a fundamental tool for life, so this is a very big 

problem for refugees. In Germany, which embraces so many refugees, immigrants who 

got permission to stay are required to receive language support because this country has 

an “immigration low”. Immigrants can also choose night course and learn not only 

German but also its culture and law. Thanks to this, there are little conflicts between 

German and refugees comparing other countries. Law has a big power on refugees’ 

problem. 

 

 Second, job. Working is essential to earn money. In Germany, some companies 

have working support programs. Refugees can also learn German through learning how 

to work. After completing this program, they can go straight to working at the company. 

Many people tend to think aiding refugees is the most important, but the most important 

thing is that they someday will be able to live by themselves without relying others. 

Therefore, supporting to earn money by themselves is significant. 

 

 Third, discrimination. In Germany and America‐America has a large amount of 

immigrants,  too‐ ,some companies adopt an anonymous resume system. This system 

doesn’t allow companies to recognize immigrants’ native countries by their name, so they will 

never be discriminated because of their backgrounds when they seek a job. Moreover, German 

government permits dual citizenship. Refugees don’t have to change their nationality, so they 

can treasure their own identity. It will bring calm and confident to exhausted refugees’ heart. 

 

 As the examples above, what I want to tell you the most is that there are several ways 

to support refugees we, gradual people can do. Of course, governments should enforce 



cooperative laws or plans, but it’s hard for them to resolve all the problems of all the aspects. 

Also, if the refugees see general people’s or companies’ support in their daily life, they feel 

that they’re accepted and relieved. We tend to think the world problems such as refugees are 

the problem which governments or international authorities should work on. However, it’s 

not true. We, each and all of us, must think about it and try to find the way to solve it. This 

problem will never be solved unless whole human beings cooperate together. 

 


